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The process of flotation is widely used in many fields e.g. mineral processing, waste paper
deinking or wastewater treatment. The aim of this work is to implement a method for
simulating the macroscopic flotation process within the framework of OpenFOAM.

The flotation apparatus is modelled with an Eulerian two-phase model (air and slurry).
As in many cases the amount of removed solids is small compared to the total amount
of suspended solids, the faction of particles subjected to the flotation process itself is
considered a passive scalar phase. Departing from the transport equations for two passive
scalars governing equations are derived for the free and attached particle phases following
[1, 2]. Flotation models known from literature are included in these equations as source
and sink terms. The flotation model is implemented in a modular fashion in order to
provide the flexibility and extensibility to use any model available in literature.

Due to the modular nature of the model a whole range of flotation processes can be
simulated. A simple air-lift loop reactor is used as proof-of-concept simulation case. For
validation a cylindrical stirred tank was simulated. The stirred tank is equipped with
a Rushton impeller due to the vast amount of available literature dealing with this set-
up [3]. The stirred tank simulation is validated against single-phase [5] and two-phase
results. Furthermore, the general flotation behaviour is compared with literature dealing
with flotation in stirred tanks with a Rushton impeller [4].

Including flotation modelling into OpenFOAM allows for studying the impact of hydro-
dynamical processes inside a flotation apparatus on the flotation performance. The might
provide a tool to improve the design of flotation machines. Due to the small amount of
additional conputational cost added by the passive scalar equations this model can also
be applied to industrial scale flotation equipment.
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